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TANNINI

PREMIUM®

VITE SG
GRANULATED PRODUCT TANNINS BASED WITH
HIGH SOLUBILITY, OBTAINED FROM VITIS VINIFERA,
FOR ENOLOGICAL USE

COMPOSITION

Granulated product obtained from a combination of tannins extracted from different 
noble vine fractions: the leaf, the vine, the mature grape seeds and the grape skin. This 
unique characteristic makes it extraordinary indicated to its use in enology. 

CHARACTERISTICS

PREMIUM® VITE SG is the result of an accurate and pluriannual selection of vegetal 
raw materials. In its formulation appear tannins originated from grape’s skins, vine’s 
leaves, mature seeds and stems, in an interesting final equilibrium of activity and soft 
organoleptic interactions, such that they cannot interfere with the original wine profile.
PREMIUM® VITE SG gives the product longer duration over time and resistance to 
oxidations. Treated wines are aromatically maintained more complex and fresh thanks 
to their constitutive structure. PREMIUM® VITE SG has a fairly good reactivity towards 
proteins, together with a certain clarification activity.  
Itself includes the condensed and ellagic nature of Vitis vinifera, therefore at a senso-
rial level, it acts with softness on wine’ structure, allowing it to express itself from an 
olfactory point of view. 
Throughout the exclusive production’s technique called “instantaneization”, even 
maintaining intact its organoleptic characteristics, PREMIUM® VITE SG acquire the 
capacity to become extremely soluble even in cold water.  

 
APPLICATIONS 

PREMIUM® VITE SG is indicated in red, rosé, white wines and distillates’ treatment.
It can be used in wine since the end of alcoholic fermentation and in further processes, 
both in fining and the “finissage”. Its antioxidant action on protection of redox’ stability, 
allows to contain sulphur dioxide quantities in the different phases of wine production. 
Its use is interesting either on white wines, rosés and reds with thin tannic structure (i.e. 
Pinot noir…).

When using PREMIUM® VITE SG comply with the relative legal regulations 
in force.
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TANNINI

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

PREMIUM® VITE SG is highly soluble in water. Dissolve carefully the necessary quantity 
of PREMIUM® VITE SG in 10 parts of water and then add to the mass; do not use metal 
object or limestone-rich water. 
In pre-bottling final phases, it is recommended to add the dose on stable wine from 
protein point of view (for this evaluation is suggested the PROTEOTEST® method, alrea-
dy awarded at international levels, since it perform the analysis without arbitrary altera-
tions, but in enological conditions). In case is not possible a prior check, is recommen-
ded to dose it in the wine some days before the next filtration, in order to determine 
time-wise the potential formation of tannin-protein complexes. 

DOSAGE

From 3 to 8 g/hL from the fining up to the pre-bottling phase in red wine’s production, 
even multiple adds;
In the same way from 2 to 5 g/hL for rosé wines;
From 1 to 3 g/hL for white and sparkling wine production.

PACKAGING 

500 g polylaminated bags.

STORAGE

Keep in a cool and dry place, protected from light. Close open packs securely.

HAZARD

Based on the current European regulations the product is classified: not hazardous.
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